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>The first thing children learn is the alphabet and to count numbers. This book contains the

alphabet and numbers for your child to enjoy and learn from. If you like this book press the buy

now button and begin your child's early learning.>

From BooklistMissing sugar doesn't seem like much of a premise for a mystery, but it works

when set against the background of World War II, where rationing was a big part of the war

effort. Braided and bespectacled American Girl Molly is not thrilled that doing her part means

delivering magazines at a convalescent home. But Emily, a Brit living with Molly's family, has

asked for that assignment because she can visit her recuperating aunt, and Molly has agreed

to accompany her. Meanwhile, there is a mysterious shortage of flour and sugar in the town,

just when it is needed for cookies the soldiers will be enjoying at the Jefferson train stop. The

plot includes plenty of red herrings, but what may engage readers most is the sometimes-testy

relationship between the girls coupled with the effect the war has on everyone. The fascinating

back matter, which features posters and other photos, describes how rationing aided the war

effort and some of the things kids missed. Bubble gum! Ilene CooperCopyright © American

Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to the library edition.From School

Library JournalGrade 3-6–In Light in the Cellar, set during World War II, Molly and her friend

Emily deliver recycled magazines to the patients at the Oak Knoll Hospital to help the war

effort. While there, they suspect theft when bags of sugar, a rationed item, go missing. The

second story takes place during the Depression. Kit is visiting her aunt in Kentucky and meets

a professor from Chicago who wants to learn local traditions. Trouble finds them when the

professor's supplies and pictures are ruined. These nicely paced mysteries integrate historical

information from each period into the story lines well. These titles seamlessly place the well-

developed American Girl characters in longer stories. Concluding Looking Back sections

include explanations about the eras and photographs. Older American Girl and mystery fans

will enjoy learning more about their favorite characters.–Krista Tokarz, Cuyahoga County

Public Library, OHCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All

rights reserved. --This text refers to the library edition.
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Cartoon Picture BookThe Alphabet Book 2Beverly Ann PriestBeverly Ann PriestCopyright ©

2021 Beverly Ann PriestAll rights reservedAll illustrations used in this book are from

pixabay.com and all are free for commercial use and no attribution is required.The characters

and events portrayed in this book are fictitious. Any similarity to real persons, living or dead, is

coincidental and not intended by the author.No part of this book may be reproduced, or stored

in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,

photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written permission of the

publisher.97812345678901477123456Cover design by: Art PainterLibrary of Congress Control

Number: 2018675309Printed in the United States of AmericaIntroductionThe first thing a child

learns is the alphabet and counting numbers. Thuis book includes the alphabet and numbers

for your child to learn. If you like this book press the buy now button and begin your child's

early learning experience.
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or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording,

or otherwise, without express written permission of the

publisher.97812345678901477123456Cover design by: Art PainterLibrary of Congress Control

Number: 2018675309Printed in the United States of AmericaIntroductionThe first thing a child

learns is the alphabet and counting numbers. Thuis book includes the alphabet and numbers

for your child to learn. If you like this book press the buy now button and begin your child's

early learning experience.
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